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Information for VŠB cardholders 

with the ODISka application 
 

The VŠB card with the ODISka application integrates the common 

functions available on the VŠB card with all the functions available on 

the ODISka transport card. 

 

The ODISka card is the basic carrier of travel documents in the 

Integrated Transport System of the Moravian-Silesian Region ODIS and 

can serve as a carrier of long-term time tickets and at the same time as 

an electronic wallet for non-cash payment of individual fares in vehicles. 

The VŠB card with the ODISka application is provided for a discounted 

price CZK 50 (the normal price of the ODISka card is CZK 130). 

The ODISka application is uploaded to the VŠB card already during the 

production of the card, the card is marked on the reverse side with the 

ODISka logo. If you have a VŠB card without the ODISka application, it 

is no longer possible to upload the application to the card afterwards. 

 

ODISka application profile: 

A profile category, to which your respective tariff category corresponds, 

will be set on ODISka transport application: 

a) student profile – discounted (student) fare: full-time  students 

are entitled to a student profile for the entire academic year 
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 2023/2024. The validity of the student profile will be set until 

 September 30, 2024.  

b) civil profile - ordinary non-discounted fares: all other 

 cardholders. 

 

 

If you are entitled to discounted (student) fares only for a certain part of 

the academic year 2023/2024 (e.g. you will reach the age of 26 during 

the academic year), you will get a student profile with a shortened validity 

period and a subsequent citizen profile. 
 

Notice for holders of VŠB cards with the ODISka application issued 

in last year's academic years 2019 - 2022: 

For older cards that you have used in previous years, student profile is 

set until September 30, 2023. 

If you are also entitled to have a student profile for the academic year 

2023/2024, you must set it up preferably at any vending machine of 

Dopravní podnik Ostrava, which will set up for FREE a student profile 

until September 30, 2024 for you after attaching the card. The validity 

period of the profile may be shortened e.g. due to reaching the age of 

26. 

The student profile can also be set at the pre-sale point of the Dopravní 

podnik Ostrava or at another ODIS Transport Information Center. In this 

case, you must prove your entitlement to a discounted profile with a 

study certificate or ISIC card and pay a fee of CZK 20 for setting up the 

profile. 
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Setting the student profile for cards issued by VŠB-TUO can also be 

done at the VŠB-TUO Card Center and will be done automatically when 

the card is revalidated with a stamp. The service is not available at 

external revalidation workplaces (EKF library, FBI library). 

For cards issued with a citizen profile, it is not necessary to extend the 

profile. 

 

In Ostrava, pre-sale points of the Ostrava Transport Company 

(Dopravní podnik Ostrava) are available for these purposes: 

- Shop Poděbradova: Poděbradova 494/2, Moravská Ostrava 

- Shop Poruba vozovna: Opavská 1140, Ostrava-Poruba. 

- OC Kotva store (shopping center): Výškovická 3067/116a, Ostrava– 

Výškovice. 

- Info JIH!!!: Horní 1664/63a, Ostrava Jih 

You can prove your entitlement to a discounted profile with a study 

certificate or ISIC card.  

 

ODIS tickets purchase, use of the card 

The VŠB card with the ODISka application is ready for making purchases 

of long-term time tickets or recharging the ODISka electronic wallet. 

Purchases and recharges can be made at the e-shop www.odiska.cz or 

eshop.dpo.cz at pre-sale points, at drivers of suburban buses and also 

at ČD (České dráhy – railway carrier) ticket counters at railway stations. 
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